Amendment - 2
RFQ/UNDP/CIWT/89094/017/2020

Assignment Name:

Closing Date:
03 March 2020 at 1700hour (Jakarta Local Time, GMT+7)

TO ALL INTERESTED BIDDERS

Please find below Amendment – 2 to the above RFQ

Annex 1 – Terms of Reference; Page 8 – Scope of work required to bidder;

a. To facilitate transportation including Trucking in Davao (Including Crew, Ground Handling, Fuel, Oil, Lubes), Rent of Vessel (Including Crew, Ground Handling, Fuel, Oil, Lubes), Trucking in Bitung (Including Crew, Ground Handling, Fuel, Oil, Lubes) from Crocodile Park, Davao City, The Philippines to Tasikoki Wildlife Rescue, North Sulawesi, Indonesia.

b. The Ship from Davao to Tasikoki is exclusive only for living animal that is being repatriated. No other living animal allowed. It is allowed to bring other non-dangerous goods on the ship but UNDP is not responsible for the legal or other aspect of it, whatsoever.

c. To facilitate custom clearance process & cost from Davao, Philippines for the Doctor and animal care

d. To facilitate and provide accommodation, meals & drinks for the Doctor and animal care unit along the journey of shipment.

e. Provide necessary meals and drink for the animals. (List attached).

Jakarta, 26 February 2020